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Last year, Jennifer Mara Weiss, MD became
the Chair of the newly formed Professional
Development Committee. Under her direction
and with the help of her committee they
enhanced the Annual Program with a panel
discussion on “How to Choose Your First Job,
Switch to Your Next Job and Retire from Your
Last Job”. It was a very interactive and helpful
presentation. In addition, the first “Book Club”
was held on Wednesday morning featuring
Bert Mandelbaum, MD speaking on “Win
Within: Capturing Your Victorious Spirit”. It was
an engaging and inspirational presentation.
This upcoming year Dr. Weiss and the committee are already hard at work on their new
charges including establishing a professional development curriculum for each career
stage, as well as looking at the feasibility of a
webinar. If you have ideas or suggestions we
gladly invite your input.
The Professional Development Committee
and the Scientific Committee, under the
direction of Chairman Tamara Rozental, MD
will be working together this year to clarify

the scholarships and awards and streamline
the application process. We highly encourage
members to apply for these awards to further
career development and research.
The mentoring committee under the direction
of Jill Flanagan, MD will be taking on the new
charges of creating and developing tools/training to assist mentors and mentees in the mentoring relationship. In addition, as our website
platform becomes more robust and fluid they
will develop a mentoring section.
Dr. Caroline Chebli as the membership
committee chair with her committee will be
developing creative ways to recruit and retain
new members to keep our society strong and
viable. The application process will also be
evaluated and adjusted as necessary to make
it easy for prospective new members to apply.
I would challenge every member reading this
newsletter to make it a goal to get one new
person to join RJOS this year. Our members
are our best voice to get the word out about
RJOS.
I am very excited to introduce our Annual
Program Chair for the 2017 meeting, Dr.
Donna Phillips. She is already working to put
together an excellent program that will be of
great value to members.
I would like to thank Jennifer Wolff-Jones for
her guidance and support as we welcome
and transition to our new support staff
Abu Muhammad and Deborah Meyer. Thanks
also to Amy Sherwood for her continued
support. I would also like to welcome the newest member of the Presidential line, treasurer
Dr. Marlene DeMaio.
I wish everyone a great remainder of the
summer and a smooth transition into fall and
back to school activities. If you have any
questions, comments or suggestions please
do not hesitate to contact me at Lattanza@
orthosurg.ucsf.edu.
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Scientific Committee

–

Tamara Rozental, MD, Chair

The RJOS Scientific Committee was
honored to present the 2016 research
awards at the Annual Meeting in
Orlando, FL. Ann Van Heest, MD
received the 2016 RJOS/Zimmer
Biomet Clinical/ Basic Science
Research Grant for a project examining
the long-term follow up of surgical
intervention for upper extremity
cerebral palsy. Mara L. Schenker, MD
received the Alexandrea Kirkley
Traveling Fellowship to further her
research on pelvic and acetabular
disorders. Jacquelin Perry Resident
Research Awards were given to
Natalie Leong, MD for her work
on the use of Ultra-High Molecular
Weight Polycaprolactone Scaffolds for
ACL Reconstruction and to Lindsey
Sheffler, MD for a project on Radiation
Exposure of Breast Tissue in Female
Orthopaedic Surgeons. Dr. Felicity
Fishman presented a summary of
the traveling fellowship she recently
concluded and reminded us of how
much can be achieved in a short
period of time - a truly enriching
opportunity! In addition, we welcomed
a talented group of medical students to
the meeting.
The Scientific Committee will be
accepting applications for the 2017
research awards this fall. Details will
be available soon.

Assistant Director, Society Relations

Jennifer Jones, CAE

Director, Society Relations

Save the Date!
h
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14

2017

RJOS is planning an exciting 2017 RJOS Annual
Program of Events on Tuesday, March 14th in
San Diego in 2017.

Please save the date and be on the lookout
for more information soon.
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RJOS graciously thanks
Zimmer Biomet for its
generous contribution to
RJOS’s 2016
Annual Program of Events and
for continually believing
in the RJOS mission to
promote professional
development of and for women
in orthopaedics throughout all
stages of their careers.

Caroline Chebli, MD, Chair

CONGRATULATIONS

Membership Committee –
Congratulations to the following RJOS
student members who matched into
residency programs!
w Rachel Silverstein, MD 		 New York Medical College for
		 Orthopaedic Surgery
w Kirsten Norrell - 		
		University of Missouri Kansas City
w Liane Miller 		 University of Pennsylvania
w Alessandra Szulc 		 Montefiore Medical Center

Claire Eliasberg, MD
New York; Resident

Christine Piper, MD
Washington, DC; Resident

Bridget Ellsworth
Illinois; Student

Anna Helene Katrin Riemen, MbChB,
MRCSEd
Scotland; Resident

We share your excitement in this wonderful achievement and look forward to
offering our guidance and support as
you continue on your path to success!

Amanda Fletcher
Missouri; Student

Congratulations to our newest
RJOS members!

Megan M. Gleason, MD
Virginia; Fellow

Jessicca Albanese
Nevada; Student

Helyn Grissom
Massachusetts; Student

Anna Anderson
Texas; Student
Ashley Bee Anderson
South Carolina; Student
Avanti Badrinathan
Florida; Student
Jennifer Bayer, MD
Indiana; Active
Jaime L. Bellamy, DO, MS
Georgia; Fellow
Rachel Bratescu
Virginia; Student
Lindsey N. Bravin, MD
West Virginia; Resident
Jennifer Brewer
Connecticut; Student
Rebecca G. Brown
Pennsylvania; Student
Audrey Carr
Rhode Island; Student
Kaitlin Carrato
Washington; DC; Student
Amber Cussen
Michigan; Student
Agnes Z. Dardas
Missouri; Student
Hannah A. Dineen, MD
North Carolina; Resident

Jamie L. Engel, MD
Ohio; Resident
Sanju Eswaran
Texas; Student
Erin E. Farrelly, MD, MS
California; Candidate

Alexandra Gabrielli
Michigan; Student

Christina Judge Gutowski, MD, MPH
Pennsylvania; Resident
Kacey Hamilton
Illinois; Student
Jordan Handcox
California; Student
Christine Hude
Michigan; Student
Erlena (Lena) Josifi
Illinois; Student
Rikki Koehler
Missouri; Student
Jessica M. Kohring, MD
Utah; Resident
Mia M. McNulty
Colorado; Student
Patricia Melvin
Pennsylvania; Student
Liane Miller
California; Student
Megan Mizera
Florida; Student
Morgan Leigh Moon
Illinois; Student
Megan Lynn Mooney
Ohio; Student
Brittany Myers
Arizona; Student

Claire E. Shannon, MD
Toronto, Canada; Fellow
Jeana Lyn Shelley, MD
Oklahoma; Resident
Erika Roddy
California; Student

Kristin Shoji, MD
Massachusetts; Resident

Shilu Shrestha, MB, MS
Kathmandu, Nepal; Corresponding
Laura Alexandra Sims, MD
Saskatoon, Canada; Resident
Scott Steinmann, MD
Minnesota; Active
Miho J. Tanaka, MD
Maryland; Active

Arianna Trionfo, MD
Pennsylvania; Resident

Linda Vi
Ontario, Canada Student
Suzanne Yandow, MD
Washington; Active
Tzu Chuan Yen
Arizona; Student

Peter Waters, MD
Massachusetts; Active

Alexis Williams
Pennsylvania; Student
Kelsey Wise
Texas; Student
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CORR® is RJOS’s Official Journal
Clinical Orthopaedics
and Related
Research® is the
official journal of the
Ruth Jackson
Orthopaedic Society. Here are some
“fun facts” about your official journal:
•CORR® is a great read. If you have
not seen CORR® lately, you really
ought to take a look. CORR® continues to publish the first-quality peerreviewed scientific content for which

Mentoring Committee –

Jill Flanagan, MD, Chair

Since its inception more than 30 years
ago, RJOS has grown from its original
size of 42 members to over 800 members. The Society initially was founded
to promote mentorship to each other in
a small community. At that time, and
continuing through today, there are
many common obstacles that confront
women surgeons. These include some
technical surgical challenges, unavoidable biases, and balancing a career
with motherhood. Many RJOS members have experienced all of these
challenges and have learned how
to overcome them. In addition, you
may want guidance on how to apply
for a residency and/or fellowship; you
may want advice on how to find a job.
Many RJOS members are willing and
able to provide this mentorship to you.
I wanted to take this time to redefine
the roles of mentors and mentees.
There are numerous “definitions” posted on the internet, so I will keep my
words brief here.
Mentee: We ask you to be proactive.
Once you receive contact information for your mentor, reach out to us.
Don’t be shy. We are all here to help.
Please be prepared with your questions. Have a purpose goal for what
you want to gain from the mentorship
relationship. We ask you to be patient.
Whether you are setting up a phone
call discussion, an in-person meeting,
or even an email response, it is important to please give us time to reply.
We want to help, and we will respond
to you, however; our reply may not
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it justifiably has become known, you
may be excited to learn that every
month CORR® also publishes features,
commentaries, spotlight interviews, a
monthly editorial, and more than 15
regular columns on topics ranging from
Art in Science to RJOS’s own column,
Gendered Innovations (formerly written
by Amy Ladd, now by Alexe Page). We
are proud to say that our official journal
is the largest orthopaedic journal in the
world by content volume – over 4000
pages last year – and as such, it cov-

be instantaneous. Please be a good
listener. For the mentor relationship
to be successful, both the mentor and
mentee need to listen. Lastly, please
be open to the advice and guidance
offered to you by your mentor.
Mentor: We ask you to value the
mentor/mentee relationship. Their time
is valuable and their schedule and
work or school load are very full, just
like ours. If a mentee is reaching out
to you, we expect you to respond in
a reasonable period. We ask you to
establish the mentee’s goals up front
and work out a time commitment that
you feel you can give to your mentee
to make those goals possible. Please
be a good listener. As a mentor, you
are both a teacher and a friend. We
ask that you guide your mentee so that
ultimately he/she can make good decisions, rather than just telling him or her
what to do. The mentor should provide
feedback, constructive criticism when
necessary, but always with positive
encouragement. Lastly, we ask you
to enjoy your role as a mentor. It is an
extremely rewarding one.
Mentorship is a large reason why many
join RJOS. We have plans to revise
the website to make it more interactive
for our members. In the meantime,
we are asking for feedback. What
kind of mentorship are you looking for
from RJOS? What can we do to make
your experience better? Please email
(rjos@aaos.org) with your suggestions.
Also, if you are interested in mentoring,
please contact us at http://rjos.org/
about-us/mentorship.

ers the full breadth and diversity of
our specialty. Check out
www.clinorthop.org to get a sense
for the many changes afoot at your
official journal.
•CORR® shares our sense of mission.
Our official journal has lead the way
in terms of keeping gender issues
in the front of orthopaedic surgeons’
minds. Their editorial page has set
standards for clarity of scientific
(continued on page 6)

Professional Development
Committee –
Jennifer Weiss, MD, Chair

We are pleased at the feedback we
received regarding the Committee’s
panel presentation, How to Choose
Your First Job, Switch to Your Next
Job, and Plan to Retire From Your Last
Job during the RJOS’s 2016 Annual
Program of Events. We are grateful
to our panelists, Michelle Caird, MD,
Mary Hurley, MD, Mary O’Connor, MD,
and Julie Balch Samora, MD, PhD,
MPH, who provided great insight and
stories. In addition, I would like to
thank Bert Mandelbaum, MD, who led
our breakfast book club discussion,
on his book, Win Within: Capturing
Your Victorious Spirit.
The Committee is looking at additional
topics for future programming. We are
researching leadership skills, emotional intelligence, and mindfulness to
name just a few. Do you have any
recommendations for topics and/or
speakers? If so, please share them
with us at rjos@aaos.org.
In addition, we are developing a new
advice column! What questions do you
want us to answer? We will provide
answers from people with various
experience and perspectives. Send
your (anonymous) questions to
rjos@aaos.org today!
Lastly, the Professional Development
Committee will be accepting applications
for the 2017 awards this fall. Details
will be available soon.

Members in the Spotlight
Jacqueline Munch, MD
Dr. Munch joined the RJOS Board of
Directors as one of its Members-atLarge in March and will serve a twoyear term.
Brief practice/professional description
I am an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Orthopedics and
Rehabilitation at Oregon Health and
Science University in Portland,
OR. I specialize in sports medicine,
with particular interests in joint laxity
and treatment of young athletes.
Identify a professional challenge
and/or success
As an academic orthopedic surgeon,
I am striving to create a sustainable
research effort as I build my clinical
practice. I therefore try to maximize
every effort, for instance, studying the
effects of a new simulation curriculum
as I institute it for the residents.
What is your top tip in trying to achieve
work/life balance?
Don’t forget to “prune the garden,”
as one mentor put it when advising
me: when taking on a new, timeconsuming challenge, think about how
to back off in another area to permit full
effort and prevent burnout. It is easy in
this life to take on too much too quickly,
and we have to make sure our efforts
are enjoyable and sustainable.
Why are you a member of RJOS?
Women bring a unique perspective and
skill set to orthopedic surgery, and I
enjoy collaborating with and learning
from other women in my field. I also
hope to glean wisdom as I move
toward balancing family life with my
career; we have many members who
give excellent advice.
What did you gain from the
Annual Meeting?
The talk on negotiation skills was really
eye opening. I meekly admit that
I have attended several negotiation
skills talks, but only at this meeting did
it hit home that negotiation is fundamentally communication. Whether we
want to be sharks at the contract
discussion table or not, negotiation

skills will help us improve our treatment
of patients and collaboration with our
colleagues.
What do you bring to RJOS
leadership?
I was brought up by a mother who
works in public relations, so I have
been trained well in customer service
and communication skills. I enjoy getting to know my patients and my peers,
and working within a team to improve
our therapies and ourselves.
What is/are your goal(s) for RJOS
during your tenure on the Board of
Directors?
I hope to be an ambassador for RJOS
to our own membership and other
societies. I look forward to learning the
inner workings of the society from
the other board members, and
participating in our efforts toward keeping the lines of communication open
between the members of all levels and
our leadership.

Jessica Aronowitz, MD
Brief practice/
professional
description
After completing
a fellowship in
shoulder and
elbow surgery at
the Mayo Clinic, I
joined a hospitalemployed group
Jessica Aronowitz, MD in Bangor, Maine.
I have been in
practice here for two and a half years
and specialize in shoulder and elbow
surgery.

been working very hard
and am proud to say
that I have created a
thriving shoulder and
elbow practice.
What is your top tip in trying
to achieve work/life balance?
My top tip would be to keep striving toward balance. Achieving balance is a
dynamic pursuit and a constant work
in progress. I try to simplify my life and
obligations so that I can focus on the
people and things that matter most to me.
Why are you a member of RJOS?
Women continue to be underrepresented in orthopedics. It is critical that
we continue to support and mentor
each other and inspire other women
to pursue this wonderful field. RJOS
provides the community and leadership
to do this.
What did you gain from the
Annual Meeting?
It was inspiring to see women at every
career stage. Attending the annual
meeting reinforced the importance of
staying connected to the women who
share my passion for orthopedic
surgery. In addition, I thought the
guest speaker was fantastic!

Dues are DUE!
If you haven’t paid your 2016 dues,
please do so today! It is easy…
pay electronically here or call
847.698.1626. r

Describe a professional challenge
and/or success
My goal has always been to establish a
practice specializing in shoulder and
elbow surgery. Bangor, Maine is a
small town and there was some
concern that it could not support such
a specialized practice. However, I have
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Member News
This is our new feature where you get
to tell the RJOS Membership about
your news… Did you receive an award
or a promotion? Did your community
honor you? Did you participate in a
goodwill effort overseas? Are you an
editor of a newly released publication? Were you appointed or elected
to a leadership position within your
community, an organization, and/or
a journal? Tell us! Below are a few
updates from RJOS members.
We are hopeful that you will share
your news with your colleagues in
future newsletters.
Kelsie Coe was selected for the
Jackson-Steindler Orthopaedic
Clerkship at the University of Iowa.
The clerkship is awarded to one or two
students who demonstrate a commitment to excellence, service, and
diversity in orthopaedics. The
clerkship is named in honor of Ruth
Jackson and Arthur Steindler, who
offered her position in orthopaedics at
the University of Iowa.
Sommer Hammoud, MD, sports
medicine faculty at Thomas Jefferson
University/Rothman, became the first
women partner at the Rothman
Institute.
D. Kay Kirkpatrick, MD is the
president of the Georgia Orthopaedic
Society. (The last woman president
was 56 years ago!) The term coincides
with her three-year term as a council
member for the American Society for
Surgery of the Hand.
In April 2016, Mary Mucahey, MD,
participated in the AANA Advanced
Arthroscopy Traveling Fellowship. We
visited Steadman Hawkins Clinic of the
Carolinas, the University of Pennsylvania,
and the Hospital for Joint Diseases. I
learned many orthopaedic pearls, leadership skills, and life lessons. It was a
phenomenal experience. I encourage
other RJOS members to apply.
Betsy Nolan, MD, was recently
appointed to the JBJS Associate
Editor Panel, had a recent perspective
articles published in JBJS, was elected
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as president-elect of the Orthopaedic
Society of Oklahoma, and established
the Oklahoma Shoulder Center.
Jennifer Tucker, MD, graduated from
the Medical Association of Georgia
Foundation’s Georgia Physician Leadership Academy (GPLA). The GPLA
was established to develop physician
leaders to improve the health care
system in Georgia. The year long
GPLA curriculum includes classes on
leadership, conflict resolution, media
relations, and advocacy.

At its fall meeting, ABOS’s Board of
Directors elected Ann Van Heest, MD,
to serve as one of two directors-elect.
She will serve a 10-year term on the
ABOS Board of Directors. With
Michelle James MD and
Judith Baumhauer, MD completing
their terms this year, Dr. Van Heest
will be the only female on the Board of
Directors.

CORR® is RJOS’s Official Journal
(continued from page 4)
reporting on matters pertaining to sex
and gender, their spotlight page has
featured articles that raise the profile
of these important issues, RJOS has
the podium in CORR® in the form of
a quarterly column, and CORR® has
promoted these topics in major symposia – two in the last two years.
•All RJOS members get full-text
access to CORR at no charge. You
should already receive the monthly
electronic table of contents (if you
don’t, please let us know); you should
know all RJOS members get fulltext access to all of CORR’s content
through RJOS’s website at www.rjos.
org. CORR’s website now is mobile-optimized, so you can enjoy it on
the go on your phone or tablet.
•CORR® is a great place to send your
own research. Over 11,000 institutions
and consortia around the world receive
each CORR® month, and CORR’s articles are downloaded about 2.5 million
times per year. Over 17,000 individual
readers see its electronic tables of
contents each month, and tens of thousands more see them through society
arrangements. CORR® also has invested heavily in the “author experience”.
Time from submission to acceptance is
fast – typically, under 4 months – and
CORR® provides an electronic “app”
that makes manuscript writing much

easier – this article-building tool is
available at no charge at http://www.
clinorthop.org/article-building-tools.
•CORR® invites all RJOS members to
participate in the peer-review process. As CORR® is our official journal,
all of us should be invested in making
it as good as it can be. Reviewing
articles in our areas of best expertise is
the way to do this. If you wish to review
for CORR®, please let them know by
sending an email to the editor-in-chief
(Seth S. Leopold, MD) at sleopold@clinorthop.org, and indicate what area(s)
you are most interested in. CORR®
has made it easier to review – check
out their new reviewer “app” at http://
www.clinorthop.org/articlereviews/new,
which helps to focus you on the key
methodological elements particular to
each article type. It’s also great to give
to your residents to play with to prepare for journal club!
If you have any questions about the
RJOS- CORR® relationship, please feel
free to email RJOS (rjos@aaos.org), or
email the editor-in-chief, Seth Leopold,
at sleopold@clinorthop.org.
Articles that may interest you:
Women in Orthopaedic Fellowships:
What Is Their Match Rate, and What
Specialties Do They Choose?
By Lisa K. Cannada, MD

Of Interest
For RJOS members undertaking
research or advocating a position The
Burden of Musculoskeletal Diseases
in the United States: Prevalence,
Societal and Economic Cost (BMUS)
is an essential tool. It is the only publication analyzing data from multiple
national databases and presenting it in
a single resource that covers all major
musculoskeletal disorders. For researchers it is typically used in preparing background and justification for research studies and grant applications,
to describe impact, determine current
practice, characterize populations, and
justify sampling. For general communications, government relations and
other advocacy purposes it is used for
multiple purposes such as to describe
the value of musculoskeletal care, the
need for treatment, the importance of
expanding access to treatment, and to
advocate for policies that support expanded access. Content is all downloadable including data tables, graphs
and slides which a ready to use, and
fact sheets. A Report Builder enables
users to run queries based on selected diagnostic codes. RJOS Member,
Dr. Kimberly Templeton, has added
a chapter on Sex and Gender differences. Published by the United States
Bone and Joint Initiative (USBJI) of
which RJOS is a member, the website
can be accessed at www.boneandjointburden.org.    

Please Donate to Support RJOS
RJOS is accepting donations to support its activities. Activities that fulfill its
mission – to promote professional development of and for women in orthopaedic through all stages of their careers. The Society, its leaders, and its
volunteers are continuing to strengthen the Society’s programs and value,
though we need your help. Please consider donating to RJOS this year.
100% of donations goes straight to RJOS and will have an immediate and
direct positive impact on RJOS and its programs. The Board of Directors allocates donations to accomplish a variety of educational efforts, as well as to
maximize the long-term viability of RJOS. Donations gives RJOS flexibility to
serve both future and present needs.
Donors will be recognized in this newsletter, as well as during the Society’s
Annual Program of Events. Soon, donors will be recognized on our website,
too. RJOS is a 501c3 organization. Your contribution will be tax deductible to
the extent allowed by law (please check with your tax advisor.)
To donate, go to http://rjos.org/donations. Thank you for your consideration.
Thank you for those who have contributed in 2016 as of July 31, 2016:
L. Reid Boyce Nichols, MD
Alexe Page, MD
Ana K. Palmieri, MD
Yolanda Roth, MD
Kristy K. Weber, MD
Teri A. Zachos, DVM, MD, PhD

AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to support the Ruth
Jackson Orthopaedic Society (RJOS) every time you shop, at no cost to you.
When you shop at AmazonSmile, you’ll find the exact same low prices, vast
selection and convenient shopping experience with the added bonus that
AmazonSmile will donate 0.5% of the price of your eligible purchases to RJOS.
Begin your shopping experience at https://smile.amazon.com/ch/52-1398991

AHRQ Publication Highlights Improvements
in Health Care Among Women
The quality of health care for women between 2002 and 2013 improved in several
important areas, including treatment effectiveness, patient safety and healthy living,
according to AHRQ’s Chartbook on Women’s Health Care, part of the agency’s
2014 National Healthcare Quality and Disparities Report.Researchers evaluated
women’s care by looking at hundreds of performance measures, a process that shows
to what extent treatments have followed recommended best practices and whether desired health outcomes have been achieved. AHRQ’s Chartbook on Women’s
Health Care complements other AHRQ healthy living resources, such as
Women: Stay Healthy at 50+ and Women: Stay Healthy at Any Age.
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Job
Opportunities
Applications will be accepted until each
position is filled.
The Department of Orthopaedics
and Rehabilitation at The University
of Vermont College of Medicine and
The University of Vermont Medical
Center is seeking applicants for the
following positions:
Pediatric Surgeon
Seeking board eligible or certified
orthopaedic surgeon, fellowship
trained in pediatric orthopaedic
surgery.
Adult Reconstructive Surgeon
Seeking board eligible or certified
orthopaedic surgeon, fellowship
trained in adult reconstructive
surgery.
Both positions are for full-time as
assistant, associate, or full professor
on the clinical scholar pathway. The
positions will be involved in resident
and medical student education.
Responsibilities include patient care
and resident and medical student
teaching. An interest in participating
in clinical or basic science research
is valued. Candidates must demonstrate an interest in teaching.
The University is especially interested in candidates who can contribute
to the diversity and excellence of the
academic community through their
research, teaching, and/or service.
Applicants are requested to include
in their cover letter information about
how they will further this goal.
The University of Vermont Medical
Center, the primary teaching hospital
for The University of Vermont College of Medicine, is a level I trauma
and tertiary referral center serving
northern Vermont and upstate New
York. The Department has a strong
history of excellence in both clinical
and basic science research. Visit
our website at www.med.uvm.edu/
medicine
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How to apply:
Send an electronic letter of application
and curriculum vitae, carefully referencing the position to which you are
applying, to:
Claude E. Nichols, III, MD,
Search Committee Chair
c/o Susan Platania
Univ. of Vermont College of Medicine
Dept of Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation
95 Carrigan Dr., Stafford Hall 4th Flr
Burlington, VT 05405-0084
E-mail: susan.platania@uvm.edu
Telephone: (802) 656-4245
Fax: (802) 656-4247 or
Apply on-line at www.uvmjobs.com
The University of Vermont is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer. Applications from women,
veterans, individuals with disabilities
and people from diverse racial, ethnic,
and cultural backgrounds
are encouraged.

Advertisement for Chief of Service
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
at Massachusetts General Hospital
Chief of Service
Massachusetts General Hospital,
a major Boston teaching hospital
and affiliate of Partners HealthCare,
Inc., and the Harvard Medical
School seek a Chief to lead the
Orthopaedic Surgery Department at
Massachusetts General Hospital and
serve as Professor of Orthopaedic
Surgery at the Harvard Medical
School. The Chief of Orthopaedic
Surgery will lead all aspects of
the clinical practice, educational
programs, and research activities
of the Department of Orthopaedic
Surgery at Massachusetts General

Hospital, overseeing financial
management, personnel and
faculty development, facilities
and space planning, strategy
development, philanthropy, and
all other business, operational,
and administrative functions. As
Chief of Orthopaedic Surgery he/
she will participate in institutional
strategic planning, development
activities, and quality and safety
initiatives. The Chief will seek to
further the teaching and research
missions of the institution, and as
such, should qualify for a Harvard
Medical School appointment at the
Professor level.
The Chief of Orthopaedic Surgery
must be a role model for clinical
investigators and physicians in
training. The position, therefore,
requires an outstanding clinician
who is a distinguished national
and international leader in the field
of orthopaedic surgery as well
as an exemplary teacher, with a
strong background and outstanding
accomplishments in research. The
individual must have administrative
experience in a sizable clinical
enterprise.
How to apply:
Interested candidates should submit
a letter of application and curriculum
vitae to:
Keith D. Lillemoe, MD
MGH Surgeon-in-Chief
Chair, Orthopaedic Surgery Chief
Search Committee
Massachusetts General Hospital
55 Fruit Street, White 506
Boston, MA 02114
klillemoe@partners.org
Massachusetts General Hospital is
an equal opportunity employer and
all qualified applicants will receive
consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, disability status,

News
2017 AAOS
Nominating Committee
Several RJOS members (in italics)
were elected to serve on the 2017
AAOS Nominating Committee.
Joshua J. Jacobs, MD, is serving as
the chair. He is joined by
Leesa M. Galatz, MD (NY)
James Heckman, MD (TX)
L. Scott Levin, MD (PA)
William N. Levin, MD (NY)
Mary I. O’Connor, MD (CT)
Stuart Weinstein, MD (IA)
The Nominating Committee is seeking
candidates for Second Vice President,
Board Member-at-Large (no age
designation), Board Member-at-Large
(under the age of 45), and a National
Membership Committee Member. The
Committee will announce its slate of
AAOS member candidates to the AAOS
membership by November 16, 2016.

2016 NOLC
RJOS’s representatives to the AAOS
Board of Specialty Societies attended
the 2016 National Orthopaedic Leadership Conference. The following is a
summary from the meeting.
The American Academy of Orthopaedic
Surgeons (AAOS) and the American
Association of Orthopaedic Surgeons
(AAOS) held the 2016 National Orthopaedic Leadership Conference (NOLC)
in Washington, DC from Wednesday,
May 4th through Saturday, May 7th.
The Officers of the Board of Councilors (BOC) and the Board of Specialty
Societies (BOS) created and hosted
the event.
The NOLC offers numerous sessions
to advance the AAOS’ Unified Advocacy Agenda and its Unified Regulatory Agenda by providing relevant
education and tools, supporting – and
building support – for legislation and
regulation that improve the delivery of
orthopaedic healthcare, and strengthening relationships with key stakeholders. This year’s NOLC followed tradition in regards to the meeting’s overall
purpose.

The conference hosted 411 registrants.
The registrants included members from
the AAOS Board of Directors (BOD),
the BOC, the BOS, Leadership Fellows
and their mentors, and the Resident
Assembly leadership. Leaders and
staff from several orthopaedic specialty
and state societies attended, too. In
addition, several orthopaedic executives and residents were among the
registrants.
Outreach and Programming
Efforts
This is the second year that the AAOS
continued to be more inclusive of its
members who are interested in advocacy education and related activities
by expanding its registration criteria
and extending an NOLC invitation to
a limited audience. Members of the
Council on Advocacy, the top tier of the
Orthopaedic PAC donors, BOS member organizations’ advocacy committee
members, and recently retired BOC
members could register for the NOLC.
To attend, these individuals had to
disclose their conflicts, as well as pay a
registration fee.
Tracks
While the BOD, the BOC, the BOS,
and the Leadership Fellows are
required to attend the NOLC in its
entirety, this meeting offered two tracks
to paying attendees – an Advocacy
Track and the full NOLC. The Advocacy Track included the Capitol Hill Visit
Training Webinar that occurred prior
to the NOLC and programming from
Wednesday, May 4th through the afternoon of Thursday, May 5th. Fifty-seven
(57) individuals paid to participate in
the Advocacy Track and sixty-six (66)
individuals paid to participate in the full
NOLC.
Advocacy Forum for Orthopaedic
Advocates
The third series of the pilot program for
patient advocates focused on providing this population with the opportunity
to learn about an orthopaedic issue
and receive related advocacy training. Lisa Cannada, MD, BOS ChairElect, chaired the event on Mary 4th.
The program yielded sixteen (16) paid

participants and continued its focus on
the subject of fragility fractures. The
event’s keynote speaker was Miho
Tanaka, MD, Director of the Women’s
Sports Medicine Program at Johns
Hopkins Department of Orthopaedic
Surgery. Dr. Tanaka spoke on advocacy and helping participants find their
voice. Forum participants developed
an educational message regarding
bone health awareness and learned
how to share that message with members of Congress.
Social Media
The AAOS used social media to
highlight members’ advocacy efforts
and NOLC activities using the meeting’s hashtag #NOLC2016. Of those,
several contained photos of physician
delegation meetings. There was great
participation from numerous groups,
including engagement with some
members of Congress. NOLC tweets
reached more than 40,000 accounts
and generated more than 200,000
impressions.
(continued on page 10)
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Advocacy, Training, and Outreach
Capitol Hill training began in early April
via a webinar. It provided the NOLC
attendees with an early exposure to
the AAOS key issues that included
Delay of CJR; the Sports Medicine
Licensure Act; Physician Owned
Hospitals; Changes to the Meaningful
Use Program; and Fragility Fractures.
The webinar also offered guidelines
and suggestions to make Capitol Hill
visits effective and productive. Specifically, attendees received logistical tips
for planning, handling, and conducting
follow-up to their interactions with legislative leaders and staff. Similar messaging occurred the night before the
Capitol Hill visits. On Thursday, May
5th, more than 300 meetings occurred
with the staff of Congressional leaders.
The Orthopaedic Political Action
Committee (Orthopaedic PAC) held a
fundraising event at the Hotel W for
Capitol Club members. More than 130
AAOS Fellows gathered for the reception. Members, who were not part of
the Capitol Club, were encouraged to
increase their Orthopaedic PAC contributions and join the Club. The PAC
unveiled its Futures Capitol Club, a
program for residents. Nine residents
joined the reception as new members.
Even though Congress was out of
session, several members of Congress
joined the event to interact with the
PAC contributors including Representatives Barbara Comstock (R-VA),
Don Beyer (D-VA), and Ami Bera, MD
(D-CA).
The PAC launched the Advisor’s Circle
Program during the NOLC, which is an
opportunity geared towards corporate
donations. Immediately after its debut,
the PAC welcomed two charter members: the Rothman Institute and Ortho
Virginia. Several other organizations
expressed interest in the program.
In all, the PAC raised more than
$178,000, triple the funds raised at last
year’s NOLC.
Kick-Off
Prior to the symposia, leadership introduced a session titled, “Who’s in the
Room?” Leadership wanted to familiar-
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ize registrants about the various AAOS
groups – their purpose and their composition. Leaders of the BOC, BOS,
Leadership Fellows Program, and the
Resident Assembly presented.
Symposia
In the late fall of 2015, the BOC/BOS
Planning Committee reached out to
the BOD, BOC, BOS, and Leadership Fellows and asked them for their
symposia ideas. The Planning Committee received 29 topics. After reviewing the submissions, the chairs of the
BOC and the BOS narrowed the list to
fifteen (15) topics and then asked the
anticipated registrants to rank them.
Based on the rankings, the Planning
Committee selected six (6) topics for
inclusion in the NOLC agenda. The
following is a summary of each symposium offered:
Symposium I:
The Health Care System After ACA
and MACRA: Where Are We Going
and What Does It Look Like in This
Election Year?
Summary by: AANA
(Dr. Michael Pollack)
Moderator: Brian Smith, MD
Speakers: Scott Gottlieb, MD,
Resident Fellow at the
American Enterprise Inst.
Trish Riley,
Executive Director of the
National Academy for
State Health Policy
Carla DiBlasio Policy,
Advisor for Congressman
Tom Price (R-GA)
Stephanie Parks,
Member of the Ways and
Means Committee’s
Health Subcommittee
Scott Gottlieb, a practicing physician
and fellow at the American Enterprise
institute brought his insightful, depressing, and practical perspective to the
Affordable Care Act Era. By his estimation, “The ACA is a narrow benefit for
a narrow income range.” It primarily
covers those households between
175-250% of the poverty level, a
preponderance of these beneficiaries
receive significant subsidies. He char-

acterized the ACA as an entitlement,
covering 15 million households that
“effectively doubles down on Medicaid.”
Sadly, he also indicated that data has
shown that shows Medicaid patients
are no healthier than the uninsured.
Dr. Gottlieb stated these changes are
emblematic of the “feel good corruption
of Washington.” At its core, “Medicaid
is a broad promise and rich benefit
on paper with very limited access and
outpatient care.”
Right now Medicaid is one size fits
all. His suggestions: consider tailoring
the benefit for different demographic
groups (the young vs. pregnant vs.
senior citizens.) Unfortunately, he sees
the “end game as highly bureaucratic
and more of the same.” Other ideas
are to means test beneficiaries and to
not offer long-term care in Medicaid.
He also advocates the expansion of
consumer directed healthcare; expansion of Health Savings Accounts
(HSA’s) helps to create “more skin in
the game for patients” and may decrease consumption.
In summary, the ACA is “Back to the
future” and has returned doctors to
rationing care, which is a form of capitation. It failed in the 90’s and is not
sustainable, why will it be different now?
Symposium II:
State Government and How it
Affects Orthopaedic Practices
Moderator: Lawrence Halperin, MD
Speakers: Fraser Cobbe,
Executive Director of the
Florida Orthopaedic Society
Julio Gonzalez, MD, JD,
State Representative for
District 74, (FL– R)
Kim Janas, JD,
Former Workers
Compensation Secretary
for Illinois and Associate
Vice President of the
Illinois Medical Society
James York, MD,
Vice President of the
Maryland Orthopaedic
Association
These speakers examined the issues orthopaedic surgeons are facing
(continued on page 11)
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in state government. Fraser Cobbe,
spoke on the successes Florida Orthopaedic Society (FOS) has had in past
legislative sessions and the role of the
state orthopaedic society in advocating
for its members. Julio Gonzalez, MD
spoke on how state orthopaedic societies and medical societies effectively
interact with state legislators. He gave
the inside story of how to get things
done. Kim Janas, JD, spoke about the
changes happening in workers compensation in Illinois and the role of the
state medical society in advocating for
its members. Jim York, MD, spoke on
the unique issues splitting the medical
community in Maryland and how orthopaedic surgeons are fighting to regain
the right to in-office ancillary services.
Symposium III:
The Inside Story on Running for Office
Summary by: MSTS
		 (Dr. Michael Mott)
Moderator: Lawrence Halperin, MD
Speaker: Jeff Burton,
President of the Burton
Strategy Group, former
Deputy Executive Director
of the National Republican
Congressional Committee
(NRCC), and former senior
political strategist for the
House Republican leadership
This symposium was a brief overview
with an emphasis on what to consider
if you are considering running for office. Mr. Burton divided the process
into a series of questions:
1. Decide what office/level you would
like to run for?—Federal, State, or
Local
2. Do you have the “gene”?:
a Congressional Representative
covers approximately 750,000
people. Therefore, need to feel you
can do better than 749,999
		 a. Prepare for a hectic lifestyle,
			 be prepared to put life and
			 family on hold
3. Why run, why vote for you, what is
your message?
If you decide to run, get your house
in order (socially and financially), plan
early, get active locally/politically, reas-

sess constantly and be prepared to
raise (lots of) money. Create / define
clear message. Stories and relatability
are critical. Average Congressional
race estimated to cost around 2.5 million dollars or about 925 people giving
$2700. Fundraising therefore needs
to be early, often and with meticulous
attention to record keeping and rule
following.
People + Money + Message = Winning
			
Campaign
Symposium IV:
21st Century Cures/Senate Health
Innovation Proposal
Summary by: POSNA
		 (Dr. Amy McIntosh)
Moderator: 		 Amy Ladd, MD
Speakers: 		 Brett Meeks,
		 Health Counsel on the
		 Senate Committee on
		 Health, Education,
		 Labor and Pensions for
		 Chairman Lamar
		 Alexander of Tennessee
		 Alexandra Page, MD,
		 Chair of the AAOS
		 Health Care Systems
		 Committee Chair
		 Kristen O’Neill,
		 Health Policy Director
		 for Congressman
		 Gene Green (TX-29)
• House: 21st Century Cures Act
- 400 page bill
- Bipartisan support in the house of
		representatives
- Came out of the energy and
		 commerce committee
- Establishes the NIH and Cures
		Innovation Fund to be appropriated
		 for biomedical research, including
		 high-risk, high-reward research
		 and research conducted by early
		 stage investigators (biomarkers,
		 antibiotics/antifungals/antivirals,
		 health software development
		clarity(apps))
• Senate: Health Innovation Package
- Senate HELP (Health, Education,
		Labor, Pension) Committee has
		 passed 19 bills as part of its
		 Biomedical Innovation Project
- The 19 bills contain about
		 50 bipartisan proposals

- These 19 bills will come out of the
		 HELP committee and go to the
		 Senate floor
• NIH: $8.75 Billion for research
- Decrease in burdensome
		paperwork
- Attract young investigators
• FDA: raise standards to compete
with the private sector
- Central IRB to facilitate multi		 center trails for medical devices
• Health Information Technology that
allows a secure exchange of health
information nationwide (the information belongs to the patient not
the medical institution).
Symposium V:
Who Pays for Graduate Medical
Education in a Changing Environment?
Summary by: AOSSM
		 (Dr. Elizabeth Matzkin)
Moderator: 		 Lisa Cannada, MD
Speakers: 		 Larry Marsh, MD
		
Alex Jahangir, MD,
		 associate professor of
		 orthopaedic surgery and
		 an orthopaedic trauma
		 surgeon at Vanderbilt
		 University Medical
		 Center and co-founder
		 of the Vanderbilt
		 Orthopaedic Institute
		 Center for Health Policy.
			Leonard Marquez,
			 Director of Government
			 Relations at the
			Association of American
			 Medical Colleges
		
(AAMC).
• This symposium highlighted the
growing demands for more orthopedic surgeons, the need for GME
reform and what the AAMC is
discussing on Capitol Hill.
• It is predicted that physician demand will escalate in the next 15
years potentially resulting in a
shortage of 150,000 physicians.
Although orthopedics is growing by
about 4%, the population demand is
increasing by 14%. As the population lives longer and the demand for
orthopedic surgeons increases, who
will pay to train more residents? The
current problems with GME include
(continued on page 12)
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geographic disparity; supply does
not meet workforce needs and the
lack of oversight of the 15 billion
that the government allots. Potential
solutions discussed include consolidation of GME funding, state
management of GME funding and
GME funding should follow trainees.
On Capitol Hill, there is advocacy
to address the physician shortage
by asking for a modest increase in
GME support to train 3000 more
residents annually for 5 yrs. There is
also a need for programs to address
physician geographic misdistribution
and programs to advance accountability standards.
Symposium VI:
Finding Value in Telemedicine
Moderator: Daniel Guy, MD
Speakers: Gary Capistrant,
Chief Policy Officer of the
American Telemedicine
Association
Clarence Shields, Jr., MD,
founder of Team HEAL
Foundation
Jack Stockert, MD,
Managing Director and
Head of Business Strategy
and Development at
Health2047
This symposium featured a diverse
panel of speakers who shared their
unique perspectives on the telemedicine initiative. The audience learned
about this rapidly evolving area of
medicine, and how to move patient
care forward using evidence-based
strategies. Gary Capistrant spoke
about the current state of health policy
and the reforms needed to enable
adoption of this technology. Clarence
Shields, Jr., MD, spoke about the
unique use of telemedicine in their innovative orthopaedic nonprofit project
called Team HEAL. Jack Stockert,
MD spoke about asynchronous care
delivery and the role of telemedicine
as a part of an entire transition that
leverages technology to alter the way
physicians manage, interact, and care
for patients.

AAOS Presidential Line Report
Gerald R. Williams, Jr., MD, AAOS
President, and David A. Halsey,
MD, AAOS Second Vice President,
reported that the AAOS, the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports
Medicine (AOSSM), the Arthroscopy
Association of North America (AANA),
and the Association of Shoulder and
Elbow Surgeons (ASES) addressed
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) shoulder coding
Correct Coding Initiative (CCI) which
resulted in CMS reversing the CCI
edits that defined the shoulder as a
single anatomical structure. They provided a status report on the five BOC/
BOS Advisory Opinions from the 2015
NOLC and one BOC/BOS Advisory
Opinion from the 2016 Fall Meeting.
In addition, they provided an update
on the Fellowship Accreditation Task
Force that the AAOS recently created.
The Presidential Line remarked on the
Board of Directors decision to approve
a strategic investment in Lineage Medical (Orthobullets). They also reported
that in April 2016, the Board of Directors endorsed the American College
of Surgeons (ACS) concurrent surgery
statement after thoughtful discussion
and action.
Awards
The AAOS recognized and honored
12 journalists from top media outlets
across the country for accurate
orthopaedic stories by giving them the
AAOS Media Orthopaedic Reporting
Excellence (MORE) Award. AAOS
live tweeted throughout the ceremony
using hashtags #MOREAwards and
#NOLC2016. Winning reporters from
NBC Nightly News, ESPN, Chicago
Tribune, Deseret News, FoxNews.com,
TIME magazine, DailyNorthShore.
com, MomsTeam.com, Indianapolis
Star and U.S. News and World Report
all retweeted these posts, reaching
33,243 people with more than 269,000
impressions.
Board of Councilors and
Board of Specialty Societies
The BOC and the BOS discussed and
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acted upon the following proposed
opinions:
1. Request for Legislative Relief
Regarding Physician Ownership of
Hospitals;
2. AAOS Accreditation of Orthopaedic
Centers of Excellence;
3. Continued Execution of the AAOS
Annual Meeting Playground Build;
4. Development of an Alternative
Pathway for Maintenance of
Certification (MOC);
5. Preservation of the AAOS Congressional Key Contact Program and
the Advocacy Resource Committee;
6. Enhanced of Awareness of the AAOS
Board of Councilors (BOC); and
7. Draft Opinion on Ethics and Professionalism on Concurrent Surgery
Members of the BOC/BOS Resolutions
Committee heard testimony on each
opinion during the BOC/BOS Open
Hearing. The Committee considered
the testimony, along with the background information provided to them
prior to the meeting, and made recommendations to the BOC and the BOS.
During the BOC/BOS Business Meeting, the BOC and the BOS voted to
adopt the following recommendations
within the Report of the BOC/BOS
Resolutions Committee:
• Request for Legislative Relief
Regarding Physician Ownership of
Hospitals;
• AAOS Accreditation of Orthopaedic
Centers of Excellence;
• Development of an Alternative Pathway for Maintenance of Certification
(MOC);
• Preservation of the AAOS Congressional Key Contact Program and the
Advocacy Resource Committee;
• Draft Opinion on Ethics and Professionalism on Concurrent Surgery
The BOC and the BOS will forward the
opinions and their recommendations to
the AAOS BOD for consideration and
action for its June 2016 meeting.
Future Meetings
The 2017 NOLC will begin on Wednesday, April 26th and conclude on Saturday,
April 29th in Washington, DC.

